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Abstract. The research on the relationship between organizational support for development (OSD) and turnover intention is mostly based on the theory of social exchange and career development theory. However, the study of the two mechanism has not yet reached a consensus and has limited explanatory intensity in changing and uncertain social environment. Managers are questioned about the effectiveness of the organization’s developmental support projects. This paper explores the mechanism of OSD and turnover intention with job insecurity (job quality insecurity and job quantity insecurity included) as the intermediation from the perspective of stress intervention theory. Data were mainly collected from knowledge workers of enterprises in Nanjing and Suzhou, Jiangsu province, with SPSS 20.0, Amos 17.0 on final 448 valid samples for data analysis. Results shows a obvious negative relationship between OSD and turnover intention of knowledge workers with the partial mediating role of job insecurity. The study provides an original empirical analysis in terms of the impact of OSD on job insecurity, thus shedding light on the mechanisms by which relationships between OSD and turnover intention are produced with a new theory perspective. This has allowed us to obtain more insightful results than those reported in the literature to date. Besides, the study eliminates the doubts about the effectiveness of OSD in the managerial practice. Then we puts forward some management suggestions.

1. Introduction

There are few direct studies on the developmental support, through the existing literature review, we found that the study of OSD or its similar variables like training, development of human resources practice and turnover mainly has two research mechanism paths. First, based on the social exchange theory to explain the mechanism, most scholars hold the view that when the individual perceives the development of organizational investment, the individual will staying in the organization out of the principle of reciprocity. Thus, OSD and turnover intention is negatively related. Besides, some empirical studies are in line with the interpretation of social exchange theory[1-3].Others explore the relationship between OSD and turnover intention based on the theory of career development, indicating that OSD can enhance the ability of employees to improve their competitiveness in the external market, resulting in an easier staff mobility. So the OSD relates positively to turnover intention. Kraimer et al.(2011) showed that OSD wasn’t obviously related to turnover other than firms couldn’t provide a proper developmental opportunity for staffs[4].

Considering the changing context of Chinese society, firm change has transformed long-term stable employment relationships into new employment relationships featuring self-reliance, short-term and flexibility[3-4]. Knowledge workers have developed an insecure feeling about work itself and future survival and development, ie. job insecurity[5,6]. The increasing work stress leads to increasment of stress response of knowledge workers. Job insecurity is a source of stress[6].Numerous studies have shown that job insecurity is an obstacle-type source of stress that can have a negative impact on job-related attitudes and behaviors (eg, job satisfaction, turnover, turnover intention, etc.)[5]. Thus, enterprises need to carry out some human resources practice to reduce the work stress of knowledge
workers as well as its negative response. OSD is an important human resource strategy to meet the developmental needs of knowledge workers, is also an important stress intervention strategies. It may be improper to comprehend the mechanism of OSD and turnover with social exchange theory under the new employment environment. In addition, the career development theory focuses on the role of OSD in improving employee capacity ignoring the fact that OSD itself conveys the information of long-term employment and staff developmental support. Therefore, we need to find a new explanatory mechanism of OSD and turnover intention of knowledge workers.

The study provides a new mechanism to explain the impact of OSD on turnover intention from the perspective of stress intervention theory. Lorne Sulsky and Carlla Smith (2007) suggested that work stress management strategies acted directly on stress or stress sources and could also act on the process from stressors to stress results [7]. OSD is a stress intervention strategy, job insecurity is a source of stress. We want to explore whether OSD can reduce the negative stress response of knowledge workers? Is it possible to reduce the turnover intention of by acting on job insecurity?

2. Literature review and hypothesis

2.1 OSD and Turnover Intention

There is no consensus on the definition of OSD in literature. Kraimer (2011) defined OSD as employees’ overall perceptions that the organization provides programs and opportunities that help employees develop their functional skills and managerial capabilities [4]. The OSD consists of two aspects: the perception of the project and the opportunity makes the employee better qualified for the current job and the organization to achieve better performance. Besides, it provides perceptions of functional skills and managerial project support and/or opportunity for employees in the future career development. Scholars generally believe that organizational development opportunities have a negative impact on turnover intention [3, 9]. Lee and Bruvold (2003), He Huitao, Yuan Yongzhi and Peng Jisheng (2011) argues OSD or organization's developmental investment does not necessarily reduce the turnover of employees [10]. Robbins (1997) proposed a typical systematic work stress model that included potential sources of stress, individual differences, stress perception and results of stress [5]. The stress source which includes environmental, organizational and personal factors, is an external factor that acts on the individual and causes to produce stress. The results of stress includes physiological, psychological and behavioral responses [8]. In the study, job insecurity is produced as an obstacle-type pressure source. We focus only on the negative stress response from it. The turnover model proposed by Price (2001) [11] suggested that work stress affected employees' turnover by negatively influencing employee job satisfaction. Lorne Sulsky and Carlla Smith (2007) shows stress management strategies can not only act on the process of stressors to stress results, but also directly act on source of stress or stress results [7]. Scholars also shows turnover intention is an effective variable in predicting turnover [12]. As a strategy to ease stress of knowledge workers, OSD will reduce this negative stress response. According to the theory of stress intervention, OSD can act directly on the stress response itself to relieve the stress response [7]. Thus, we propose:

H1: OSD relates negatively to turnover intention of knowledge workers.

2.2 OSD and Job Insecurity

Through the literature analysis, it can be found that organizational support and other social support are regarded as important predictors of job insecurity. They have a negative impact on turnover intention [11-13]. Johnny Hellgren, Magnus and Rosenblatt (1984) argued that job insecurity was a sense of powerlessness that individuals continued to work in a threatened working environment. The definition of job insecurity was too narrow in past reviews, ignoring the deterioration of employment conditions and the reduction of career opportunities. According to existing researches, we consider job insecurity as a source of stress [6]. It’s a kind of concern about the stability and quality of the employment relationship of knowledge workers in a changing environment. The scholar argues that job insecurity includes two dimensions: job quality insecurity and job quantity insecurity. The former reflects employee concerns about loss of job, while the latter reflects their perception of the
damage/threat to the quality of the employment relationship [13], including the lack of career opportunities and deterioration of working conditions. Empirical studies have found that organizational support is significantly associated with job insecurity [4-5]. There is no direct empirical study of OSD and job insecurity.

In the study, job insecurity is an obstacle-type source of stress [6]. OSD is one of the stress intervention strategies that can act directly on stressors [7]. In other words, OSD conveys the organization's long-term employment and support for the promotion of knowledge workers, when they perceive the signal, they will be expected to have potential opportunities of owning the current work, getting pay growth and promoted in future. Then, it will reduce their perception of job insecurity. Thus, we propose:

H2: OSD relates negatively to job insecurity [job quality insecurity (2a), job quantity insecurity (2b)] of knowledge workers.

2.3 Mediating Role of Job Insecurity

Empirical studies have shown a significant positive relationship between job insecurity and turnover intention [8, 13]. The job insecurity, as an obstacle type source of stress, cause employees to have negative behavior or attitude and do harm to the organization. Therefore, the organization should adopt a corresponding human resources policy to reduce the negative impact of job insecurity. Scholars have pointed out that the negative consequences of eliminating and weakening job insecurity can be analyzed not only by adjusting the variables to intervene in the process of job insecurity and its negative results but also by influencing antecedents of job insecurity [13-14]. When knowledge workers perceive the signal of OSD, the sense of insecurity at work will be reduced or mitigated, and the negative attitude will be reduced. Robbins (1997) also indicated that the stress source can act directly on the stress process. From the view of stress intervention theory, OSD is a kind of stress intervention strategy, job insecurity is an obstacle-type source of stress, and the turnover intention is a stress response. According to “stress intervention strategy-stress source-stress response”, the stress intervention strategy can reduce the stress response by relieving or eliminating the stressor [7]. Thus, we propose:

H3: Job insecurity [job quality insecurity (3a), job quantity insecurity (3b)] mediates the relationship between OSD and the turnover intention of knowledge workers.

3. Method

Data The study takes the form of anonymous questionnaire survey targeted to knowledge workers of enterprise. Questionnaires were mainly distributed in Nanjing and Suzhou enterprises. We obtained 520 responses and a final total of 4448 valid questionnaires with effective rate of 86.15%. The questionnaire is divided into four parts. In order to avoid neutral answers, the questionnaire uses the six-point scale method. The statements were scored on six-point Likert-type scales (1="very disagree"; 6="Very agree"). The Cronbach's Alpha of all the variables was 0.608.

Measure Six items measuring OSD were adapted from Kraimer et al. (2011) [4]. Job insecurity was measured by seven statements adapted from Hellgren, Sverke & Isaksson (1999) [13]. The items are divided into two dimensions, which the job quality insecurity contains four items, job quantity insecurity includes three items. Four items measuring turnover intention were adapted from Gilad Chen et al.(2011) [14]. For this study we used demographic variables as our control variable, including gender, age, marital status, educational background, formal working years, working years of current...
enterprise, the nature of enterprises and enterprise industry with the classification of the enterprise classified by the National Bureau of Statistics.

4. Results

4.1 Reliability and Validity Analysis

The distribution of sample is more uniform (male 49.3%, female 50.7%) covering most of the industry. The results show that all the entries are analyzed by non-single factor with SPSS 20.0, it reveals the existence of three distinct factors with a maximum variance explained by one single factor of 33.21% (<40%), suggesting the survey data do not have serious problem of common method deviation.

In the study, we use variance inflation factor (VIF) for collinearity analysis. The all VIF is below 10 in all the regression equations indicating that the degree of collinearity of the data is within a reasonable range. The results show a $\chi^2/df$ of 3.52, CFI=.927, IFI=.928, RMSEA=.075, NFI=.8902 by Amos 17.0 for confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), suggesting a good construct validity.

4.2 Correlation and Regression Analysis

The correlation analysis of the all variables shows that gender is negatively correlated with turnover intention ($\beta=-.141$, $P<.01$), suggesting that male mobility is higher than women. Age and the working years are negatively correlated with turnover intention. There is a significant negative correlation between OSD and turnover intention ($\beta=-.470$, $P<.01$). And OSD has a negative correlation with job insecurity ($\beta=-.540$, $P<.01$), job quality insecurity ($\beta=-.636$, $P<.01$) and job quantity insecurity ($\beta=-.280$, $P<.01$). There is a significant positive correlation between job insecurity (job quality insecurity and job quantity insecurity) and turnover intention ($\beta=.627$, $P<.01$).

The direct effects. The regression analysis of OSD and turnover intention shows the explanatory intensity of $M_1$ (adding OSD besides control variables) is higher than $M_0$ ($\Delta R^2=.225$). ie. OSD relates significant negatively to turnover intention ($\beta=-.480$, $P<.001$). Thus, H1 is supported. Presuming $M_2$ only involves control variables with job insecurity as the dependent variable, having an $R^2=.018$ and $F=.889$. We add OSD in $M_3$, then get an $R^2=.305$ and $F=19.179(P<.001)$. $M_3$ increases the explanatory intensity ($\Delta R^2=.287$). OSD relates significant negatively to job insecurity ($\beta=-.541$, $P<.001$). $H2$ is supported. $M_4$ and $M_5$ are models with dependent variables of job quality insecurity. $M_4$ represents a model only involving the control variables having an $R^2$ of .032 and $F=1.587$. When added OSD into $M_5$, we get an $R^2$ of .425 and $F=32.276 (P<.001)$, the explanatory intensity of model is significantly enhanced. Therefore, $H2a$ is supported ($\beta=-.634$, $P<.001$). Presuming that $M_6$ and $M_7$ are models with dependent variables of job quantity insecurity, the explanatory intensity of the $M_7$ is obviously enhanced ($\Delta R^2=.080$) indicating that OSD has a negative impact on job quantity insecurity ($\beta=-.285$, $P<.001$). Therefore, $H2b$ is supported.

The mediating effects. The regression results of mediating role (ie. job insecurity) are as below. $M_1$ is the model involving independent variable of OSD. $M_8$ is the model adding job insecurity ($R^2=.473$, $P<.001$), $\Delta R^2=.196(P<0.05$), the coefficient of OSD is still significant ($\beta=-.192$, $P<.05$). Thus, there is a partial mediating effect of job insecurity ($\beta=-.265$, $P<.001$). So there is a partial mediating effect of job insecurity ($\beta=-.360$, $P<.001$). $H3$ is supported. $M_9$ is the model after adding job quality insecurity ($R^2=.352$, $P<.001$), $\Delta R^2=.075$. We can see the coefficient of OSD is still significant ($\beta=-.251$, $P<.001$). So there is a partial mediating effect of job quality insecurity ($\beta=-.360$, $P<.001$). $H3a$ is supported. $M_{10}$ is the model involving the job quantity insecurity ($R^2=.491$, $F=38.221$, $P<.001$), the explanatory intensity of $M_{10}$ is higher than that of the $M_1$ ($\Delta R^2=.213$), the coefficient of OSD is still significant in $M_{10}$ ($\beta=-.485$, $P<.001$), $H3b$ is supported. In summary, hypothesis are all supported.

5. Discussion

This study enriches the study of OSD and opens up a direct empirical study of OSD and job insecurity. What’s more, this paper provides a new perspective for understanding mechanism of OSD and turnover in context of changing environment.
First, OSD is beneficial for both enterprises and employees. From the perspective of demand theory, OSD increases the accumulation of human capital of knowledge workers, and meet the demand of knowledge workers for their own development. Therefore, OSD is an effective means of managing knowledge workers, thus conducive to the ultimate realization of staff and enterprise development. Second, the sustainable development of enterprises lies on internal training of talent and internal talents pool. OSD can be regarded as a good way to invest in human capital, this in turn will undoubtedly enhance the ability of knowledge workers, ultimately value added. In practice, enterprises nowadays pay more and more attention to OSD including enterprise training, the development of human resources practice, OSD and so on, they all belong to human capital investment. Third, according to empirical results, managers can consider certain practices or developmental support projects to intervene in the quality and quantity of job insecurity to indirectly reduce the turnover of knowledge workers.
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